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Assessment Report
Level 1 Music 2017

Standards 91093  91094

Part A: Commentary
The 2017 examinations for both level 1 Music standards (AS 91093, AS 91094) were comprehensive
and assessed a full range of musical skills and knowledge. Candidates are encouraged to read the
questions carefully, check the musical detail in their answers and ensure that they are following all
instructions carefully. The correct use of musical terms and notation is critical if candidates are to reach
the standard for Merit and Excellence. Where musical evidence was missing or inaccurate, this has
generally determined whether the standard was achieved or not. Students with a good understanding
of the elements of music and a good grasp of basic musical notation practices, have a greater chance
of achieving Merit and Excellence grades.

Level 6 Curriculum statements, NZQA Assessment Specifications, skills documents on the NZQA
website,   and published student exemplars are all useful reference documents. These should all be
considered when preparing candidates for assessment.

 

Part B: Report on standards

91093:  Demonstrate aural and theoretical skills through
transcription
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• identified the instrument in task (a), gave an appropriate term for the tempo, and could identify
one change of tempo throughout the extract

• identified broad changes of dynamics, often more than there actually were
• identified correct pitches at the start of Sections B – D, but could not identify leaps accurately
• identified a high number of melodic contours
• gave incorrect pitches through poorly notated responses
• identified isolated chords
• did not answer with cadential chord combinations in bracketed cadences
• were not able to compare responses with given chords
• identified simple 6/8 rhythmic patterns (e.g. crotchet + quaver, or three quavers) in isolation
• could not distinguish dotted quaver + semiquaver patterns from regular quavers
• added too many notes for the available duration in bars with some given notes.
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Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• did not identify the instrument or use an appropriate word for the tempo in task (a)
• identified some dynamic changes but sometimes confused dynamic symbols
• identified some correct pitches in task (b) (especially where melodic material resembled earlier

bars) but did not perceive the differences leading to incorrect contours, and/or did not correctly
notate simplest contours

• could not perceive the difference between major or minor chords
• responded with chord symbols outside the four required or left response boxes blank
• identified one or two isolated rhythmic patterns
• lacked awareness of compound time.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• accurately identified changes of tempo but did not include a pause/fermata
• perceived sudden and gradual changes of dynamics, but did not complete the crescendo with an

appropriate dynamic
• perceived the similarity between bars 3 – 8 and bars 19 – 24 in Extract One
• identified at least four pairs of chords
• identified cadences but not all chords in chord phrases, or misidentified cadences with either chords

or labels
• identified rhythmic patterns with the correct number of notes, although not all correct note values
• confused differing uses of dotted rhythms, or missed some instances of dotted rhythms.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• identified changes of tempo and pauses with high accuracy
• identified dynamic changes accurately and demonstrated an understanding of how dynamic

symbols relate to each other
• perceived the similarities and differences between bars 3 – 8 and bars 19 – 24 in Extract One
• were able to transcribe one or two phrases in Sections C and/or D accurately, in addition to those

in Section B
• correctly identified most, if not all, chords correctly AND labelled two or three cadences correctly
• identified correct number and duration of rhythmic values in most rhythmic phrases.

Standard specific comments

A sound understanding of the general perception tasks is required to achieve overall. 

Candidates who could transcribe changes in tempo and dynamics, as well as indicating where changes
occurred, generally performed well.

91094:  Demonstrate knowledge of conventions in music scores
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• accurately identified tempo, dynamics, key signatures, time signatures, and the quantity of
intervals

• accurately identified textures, cadences, and symbols
• explained keyboard conventions
• showed an understanding of rhythmic devices, syncopation and compositional devices
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• transcribed one of the upper parts of an extract
• transposed notes up a tone.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• did not sufficiently identify, explain or show understanding of tempo, dynamics, key signatures,
time signatures, intervals, textures, cadences, symbols, keyboard conventions, or compositional
devices

• could not transcribe music or transpose notes up a tone.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• accurately identified the quantity and quality of intervals
• described articulation, texture, compositional devices, dynamics, meter and the function of symbols
• accurately identified and showed understanding of transposing instruments in a score
• explained cadences and syncopation as well as keyboard conventions, time signatures and textures

in depth
• showed an understanding of how key signatures are related
• accurately transcribed 2 upper parts of music and transposed notes up a tone.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• provided detailed explanations of compositional devices, dynamics and the differences between
textures

• showed in-depth understanding of time signatures, major and minor chords, transposing
instruments in a score, and the effects of symbols on music

• accurately and precisely transcribed music and transposed notes and key signatures up a tone.

Standard specific comments

Many candidates lost an opportunity for a higher grade total due to careless placement of notes, rests
and accidentals

When answering questions about texture, candidates should relate their explanation back to the extract
in question, rather than provide a generic, rote learned response.

Candidates are advised to read questions carefully and take time to formulate a complete answer.
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